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Smart Temporal Media
ABSTRACT
When using media assets in video editing, there is a general challenge of adapting the
duration of an element to the desired duration in the video. For example, a pre-rendered animated
element might last for five seconds and is not usable for durations shorter or longer than five
seconds. This disclosure describes techniques to structure pre-rendered media elements in a
specific format that enables a hosting application to control how they appear and behave. Per the
techniques, pre-rendered media elements are provided in a format that enables control over their
properties such as duration, palette, color, etc. A video creator can use the controls to match the
pre-rendered element to the video it is being embedded in.
KEYWORDS
● Pre-rendered media
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● Video editing
● Pre-recorded animation
● Editable animation
BACKGROUND
When using media assets in video editing, there is a general challenge of adapting the
duration of an element to its desired duration in the video that it is being embedded in. For
example, an animated element might appear into the screen from all sides as a collection of
arrows that converge to one point, stay on that point to highlight something important, and then
evaporate in an interesting animation after five seconds. Although useful for highlighting a point
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for exactly five seconds, such a canned animation cannot be used to highlight a point for
durations shorter or longer than five seconds. Adjusting the duration of pre-rendered media
elements (such as the above-mentioned animation) is infeasible unless the user has access to the
sources for that element and knowledge of how to adjust their visuals (the animation or video).
Furthermore, pre-rendered media elements are completely baked-in, e.g., what is visible
in them is exactly what they are; their properties cannot be easily changed. For example, if a
thumbs-up animation includes a pink skin tone, that color cannot be changed. Another example
is that of a lower-third animation (an animation sequencer for the introduction of text like
someone's name or a location) that uses tones of blue. If the video creator wants that element to
use tones of green, then the blue asset cannot be used.
DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes techniques to structure media elements in a specific format that
enables the hosting application to control how they appear and behave. Per the techniques,
elements are provided with the following controls.
● Each element has three predefined segments: enter, loop, and exit. Changing the duration
of an element simply entails starting with the enter segment, repeating the loop segments
as many times as necessary, and ending with the exit segment.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: (a) An (animation) asset, with predefined segments (b) The asset, temporally resized
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As seen in Fig. 1(a), an original animation asset is divided into three predefined
segments, enter, loop, and exit. A video creator can extend the duration of the asset by
repeating its loop segment a suitable number of times, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
● Each element has multiple predefined palettes. Each component in the animation reads its
color definitions, which can be a mix of colors, from the currently selected palette. The
video creator can select any of the available palettes or define a new one. The visual
look-and-feel of the element changes based on the selected palette.
● Any element that includes skin tones has a clear definition of the animation components
that use that skin tone. The specific, desired skin tone is selected by the video creator.

Fig. 2: Resizing an asset to an arbitrary duration

If the video creator wants to resize an asset to an arbitrary duration, e.g., to a duration that
is not an integral multiple of the loop segment, then, as shown in Fig. 2, the end of the last
(partial) loop and the beginning of the exit loop may not match, resulting in a visual hiccup. The
visual hiccup can be forestalled, thereby enabling arbitrary durations, by slightly altering the
speed (in frames per second) of the loop segments such that an integral number of loop segments
fit in the time between the end of the enter segment and the beginning of the exit segment.
Alternatively, the number and speed of the loop segments can be changed such that an integral
number of loop segments fit between the entry and exit segments.
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Fig. 3: A visual cue that indicates where the loop segments would end without overlap with the exit
segment

Alternatively, as indicated in Fig. 3, a visual cue provided to the video creator indicating
the endpoint of the loop segments were they to not overlap with the exit segment. The visual cue
enables the video creator to move out the exit segment such that both the visual hiccup and the
speeding (or slowing) of the loop segments are avoided. Alternatively, the video creator can
choose to retain the visual hiccup to stay true to the target duration of the temporally resized
asset.

Fig. 4: Enforcing the duration of temporally resized assets to integral multiples of the loop-segment
duration

Still alternatively, a visual hiccup can be forestalled, as illustrated in Fig. 4, by enforcing
the duration of the temporally resized asset to be an integral multiple of the loop-segment
duration.
The described techniques can be utilized in any video-editing application, including those
provided on small-screen devices such as mobile phones, to enable customization/editing of prerendered or canned animations, or in general to insert pre-recorded media elements into a video,
with customization of properties such as duration, color, etc.
The described techniques can be implemented using any suitable technology such as
Dynamic HTML, CSS, SKIA/Skottie, and other animation formats.
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CONCLUSION
When using media assets in video editing, there is a general challenge of adapting the
duration of an element to the desired duration in the video. For example, a pre-rendered animated
element might last for five seconds and is not usable for durations shorter or longer than five
seconds. This disclosure describes techniques to structure pre-rendered media elements in a
specific format that enables a hosting application to control how they appear and behave. Per the
techniques, pre-rendered media elements are provided in a format that enables control over their
properties such as duration, palette, color, etc. A video creator can use the controls to match the
pre-rendered element to the video it is being embedded in.
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